
Web access 24x7
 Real time data

Multilanguage
Fleet geolocation

Paperless

A one stop software solution for refueling at high demanding airports

www.kerosonline.com



Customer Contract Management
Easy administration of primary customers (fuel operators and airlines), stock owners, re-sellers, and final customers.
Powerful contract management tool with centralised customer master data avoiding duplications and erroneous client 
information.
Facilitates simple control of all kind of intoplane contracts, credit and split contract agreements.
Countless possibilities for the generation of contracts: by airline, by date, by flight number, registration number, and 
hundreds of other combinations. 

Dispatch Coordination + GPS

Keros allows airports to be managed via a powerful 
dispatch module with GPS fleet location and tracking.  
Aircraft position location also aids just-in-time arrival to 
optimise fleet efficiency.

The dispatch facility is flexible and can be toggled on and 
off in real time depending on operational demands (e.g. 
heavy peak time vs. night shifts). This functionality allows for 
centralised multi-airport dispatching if required.

Misfueling prevention and other warning notices

Safety – Keros has been designed with safety in mind. Specific safety parameters and barriers have been built into the 
system: e.g. Tail number grade check, misfueling prevention statements, mandatory pre-signature grade acceptance and high 
apron air temperature warnings.

Reliability - the Keros platform has a proven track record with more than a decade of continuous service.

n
Powerful yet lightweight embarked solution for on-track refueling vehicles

Dispatch software that streamlines allocation of resources at airports with heavy traffic 

A wide range of reports both for internal use and for distribution to 
customers and third parties.
Open data exchange through tailored interfaces with the main 
stakeholders of the market:

Tax agencies.  Airlines/carriers 
Airport authorities. Other
Fuel operators.

Data control and registration of all fuelings, defuelings, product 
entries, recirculations, product transfers, etc.
Real time web access to data and electronic documentation.
24x7x365 Access.

Standardization and business control by daily and monthly operational 
closings.

Operational under-the-wing management.

Connects to read electronic meters data automatically and 
very easy method to use with mechanical meters.

Access to standard procedures that allow you to avoid 
recurring incidents such as truck accidents that are costly for the 
company

Two operating working modes: “Autonomous mode” selecting the flights 
to attend and/or “Coordination mode”, accepting/rejecting the orders from 
operational control.

Capable of creating a new flight from scratch.

Real-time flight´s data collection.

Resource allocation.
Tracking of airplanes’ refueling cycle in the airport.

Access to the history of operations on a time-line.
Estimation of refueling times as you perform more operations.

Flexible web-based management solution for into plane professionals

Keros @Core

Keros @Dispo

Keros @On-Platform

www.kerosonline.com

Management Reporting Tools - being centrally based and accessed by multiple sites allows for the generation 
of powerful management reports and queries at local airport, cluster or central level – all predefined by the customers with 
data segregation.

n
 The perfect customer interface to synchronize airline and fuel operator tasks

Customers can access to their own historic and real time data 
(fuelings, contracts, etc).

Secure access
Access to electronic documentation; i.e. delivery tickets.

Keros @e-Office

Premium Hosting
Keros is designed to be hosted centrally on 
secure cloud servers, ensuring data protection and 
availability (>99.982%) guaranteeing business continuity 
and security.

The iCloud approach again minimizes user investment 
requirements whilst allowing your business to focus on its 
core activities, without worrying about the management 
of unnecessary infrastructure and backup copies, thus 
reducing overheads.

Keros can be hosted on any commercial cloud service 
(Microsoft, Amazon, Google, etc.).

Hardware

Software

From smart phones to cab mounted PCs. As each business has different 
requirements base on budget, environment, robustness and local legislation. 
Keros on-platform has been design specifically to allow the user to select their 
own hardware configuration based on basic requirements.

Keros is the world’s most advanced airport fuel management platform. Based 
on the latest software technology with full scalability, the Keros platform is 
designed to be centrally hosted, minimizing local hardware requirements and 
eliminating the need for duplicate infrastructure. Keros minimizes investment.

Flexibility in device selection, PC cabin anchored or Tablet, Printer for specific 
paper documentation required and PDA for signing documents directly on the 
apron (optional). 



Albacete Airport

Spain

Italy

Castellón-Costa Azahar Airport

Getafe Airport

Madrid-Barajas Adolfo Suárez

Murcia International Airport

Sevilla Airport

Valladolid Airport

Castellón Aerodrome

Gerona-Costa Brava Airport

Lleida-Alguaire Airport

Mallorca-Son Sant Juan Airport

San Sebastián Airport

Teruel Airport

Barcelona-El Prat Airport

Ciudad Real Airport

Ibiza Airport

Mahón Airport

Reus Airport

Tenerife Norte Airport

Vitoria Airport

Burgos Airport

Fuerteventura Airport

Las Palmas Airport

More than 1.800.000 fuelling transactions

Manises Airport (Valencia)

Sabadell Airport

Tenerife Sur Airport

For more information contact us:
Phone: +34 987281906
info@kerosonline.com
www.kerosonline.com

Ancona Airport

Bari Airport

Aosta Airport

Bologna Airport

Siena Airport Torino Airport

Firenze Airport Genova Airport

Parma Airport Perugia Airport

In use since 2010, in more than 35 airports of different sizes

Unión Europea

Fondo Europeo
de Desarrollo Regional


